
Bruno VS Tank II! 
 
Having just finished off battling against a hyper packed Stallion named Silver, 
Bruno the lonely fighter was on with his travels once more. 
 
As he was riding on his motorcycle he couldn't help but to think back at not only 
what a crazy and downright insane fight against the Horse's almost snake like 
dick had been, but also on WHY that Horse had been challenging him to begin 
with. 
 
He had said to Bruno that it had all been to avenge the one he truly loves. 
 
Tank. The Cow with an udder as large as it's whole body! 
 
Bruno had been fighting her a long time ago, but he still hasn't forgot a single 
detail about it. 
 
It had been during an ambush on one of his journeys that he first got attacked by 
this big balled Dog fittingly named Bones, before then facing off against Tank 
herself. 
 
Without a doubt she had easily been one of his most challenging foes ever, since 
not only was she huge but she was also really freaking strong. 
 
While her weak spot was like with most other Cows her udder, Tank showed to 
have a surprisingly high amount of attacks coming from that thing. 
 
What he recalled Tank could among other things shoot very accurate streams of 
milk, slam the whole thing down like a filled up sack, and even load up to fire a 
milk projectile that had the shape of her own head! 
 
Despite him having milked her dry at the end of that fight Bruno knew very well 
that that never really spelled the end to any of his foes, making him always very 
determined to keep on moving and not stay in the same spot for to long. 
 
Making a short stop at a nearby town Bruno made a quick visit to the local store 
to buy some supplies, before then leaving just as quickly. (In case he had 
followers that was tracking him.) 
 
Getting back onto his bike and riding on Bruno decided to once more take a 
detour up through some mountains, since he knew that was terrain that would be 
pretty hard to track him through. 
 



Looking around the place had a lot of tall natural stone pillars everywhere, but it 
didn't take long until he became forced into stopping his vehicle dead in it's 
tracks! 
 
Cause standing right in front of him was someone that he REALLY had hoped 
he would never have to face again! 
 
"Remember Moo?" A completely refilled and pissed looking Tank asked, as she 
was ready for a rematch now! 
 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



 
"Tank!" Bruno said to himself as he got off his bike and started to walk up 
slowly towards the towering Cow, still having the last fight with her fresh in his 
mind. 
 
Tank on the other hand (or hoof) looked like she had been waiting so long to 
finally meet Bruno again, as she was lifting and teasing with her massive udder 
while asking, "Ready for Round Moo?" 
 
Having no other choice then to accept Bruno placed himself into fighting 
position, as Tank didn't hold back one bit and started to swing and jiggle with 
her full milk sack around like it was a carousel! (Much to Bruno's utter shock!) 
 

He knew that the Cow could do some crazy things with that udder of hers, but 
he didn't recall her ever swinging it around like a wrecking ball before! 
 



Bruno tried his hardest to prevent himself from such an attack, but then Tank 
completely changed the game by making a giant leap into the air, and then 
pounding the poor Dog boy down hard under her heavy udder! 
 

 



Tank wasn't holding back one bit this time around, as she was already attacking 
harder and much more stronger then Bruno ever recalled her doing the first time 
they met! 
 
"Hope you like my milk, cause you wont make me leak anything again!" Tank 
shouted as she pressed Bruno firmly under her full weight, making the 
Doberman fighter feel how he was slowly getting crushed underneath. 
 
He didn't already want to use some of his aura power, but he knew it was the 
only way for him to get free as he unleashed some of it's power. 
 
All of the sudden Tank could feel a heavy bombarding of punches hitting her 
precious udder as it was slowly rising up, and it turned out to be all of Bruno's 
work, as he was punching her so fast and hard that he was making the whole 
udder lift itself and giving him a chance to get free from underneath her! 
 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 



Getting back onto his feet Bruno was hoping that he would be given at least 
some time to catch his breath, but sadly Tank had no such plans in mind. 
 
Instead the tubby Cow made her giant udder glow as she proclaimed "MILKY 
FURY STREAM!!!", before then unleashing a whole series of Bull-Head 
shaped masses of milk from her udder! 
 
She had done this sort of thing last time they fought also, but that time she had 
only managed to produce one head like this, instead of what looked like an 
endless stream now! 
 

 
"Is this...Aura?!" Bruno thought to himself in shock, before then having to start 
and survive against the onslaught of attacks coming his way! 
 
Bruno had to jump, dodge, and even roll over to avoid getting knocked out by 
any of these milky projectiles, but even so there were just to many coming! 



 
Eventually Bruno got hit square on by one of the Milk-Heads, which left him all 
soaked and exhausted on the ground. 
 
Looking up Bruno's world was seen coming to an end as he saw Tank's giant 
udder up close, and on it's way to crush him for good! 
 



 
"Any last Mooords?" Tank mocked as she came swinging down hard to finish 
Bruno off, who in return had to unleash yet another aura doze in order to stop 
the incoming udder! 
 
Sending another armada of punches deep within the udder of Tank the 
Doberman fighter was trying his hardest to keep that thing from crushing him, 
just as much Tank was doing her best to slam that milk filled udder of hers down 
onto Bruno, both of which being locked into this battle of the auras! 
 

 
Bruno just wanted to know how this was even possible? 



 
How did Tank master the same type of energy that would help enhance the 
strength in such incredible ways? 
 
"Just give up already! GIVE UP!!!" Tank could be heard yelling at Bruno, who's 
response was simply a "NEVER!!!" while still keeping that udder away. 
 
Bruno then delivered one extra hard punch that sent Tank backwards a few feet, 
and looking very impressed by the sheer power that her much smaller opponent 
was carrying Tank decided to step it up a notch. 
 
She did so by leaping up high into the air, and then landing her huge hind 
hooves onto one of the many stone pillars that was covering the place. 
 
Bruno wasn't late to follow Tank's lead as he too leaped up onto a nearby pillar, 
with the two fighters now taking their epic battle to the skies instead! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



 
Facing off against each other on a much more difficult terrain then before both 
Bruno and Tank didn't seem the least bit unbalanced by the task at hand, but 
instead more eager then ever before to win battle once and for all! 
 
With both still glowing with aura neither of them wasted any time making a leap 
towards each other, resulting in a minor shock blast that sent them both 
backwards a good 20 feet. 
 
Luckily both fighters ended up each on another pillar top, meaning that they 
could use the momentum to bounce right back for another go at the other one. 
 
In midair Bruno could deliver a powerful kick right into the head of Tank, who 
would answer that by slap him across the face with her tail while being turned 
around by his original attack! 
 
It was hard to believe that Tank was actually built like any other four legged 
Cow (Plus the Hyper sized udder, of course), as she was able to both jump, 
balance, and fight on a level equal to that of her much more agile looking foe. 
 
Bruno also was at his absolute peak here, as his aura was making him a lot faster 
and stronger then he normally was, which in this case made him jump from 
pillar to pillar like he was high speed bullet almost! 
 
But with Tank her aura didn't only make her able to even pull off a balancing act 
like this in the first place, but also helped making her already pretty fat frame a 
lot more thicker so that many of Bruno's attacks didn't even leave a mark on her. 
 
What was already pretty obvious became even more clear now to him that the 
only way for Bruno to truly take Tank down was to hurt her where it would hurt 
most. (Which was her giant udder.) 
 
Knowing he had to go all on with his attack on her Bruno waited for the perfect 
opening, before he then came leaping straight towards Tank's milk organ! 
 
As he came flying towards her Bruno took and turned himself around in midair, 
as he came landing legs first into the udder as he planned on kicking it super 
hard. 
 
But not just one kick as Bruno started delivering a whole bombarded of fast 
motion kicks into the udder, working it's way deeper and deeper in as he was 
doing it at a non-stop rate to keep getting further in! 
 



Eventually Bruno managed to send a deep kick right into the very sensitive 
middle spot of Tank's udder (Which was like a guy getting kicked right in the 
balls), and that was what finally made Tank loose some control over herself. 
 
Letting out a huge "MOOOOO!!!!" as her udder started to spew out milk Tank's 
huge body got pushed back a bit by the milk shooting out, and that was enough 
to send her over the edge and falling back down onto the ground, as Bruno 
landed not far away from her. 

Having managed to make the huge Cow temporarily defenceless Bruno wasted 
no time rushing over towards his tumbled over opponent, before then grabbing a 
hold onto the giant udder of Tank. 
 
Feeling how the smaller hands of Bruno was gabbing onto her sensitive flesh the 
big Cow just gloated over what he was trying to do, saying that "I have become 
sooooo much stronger since last time we fought! If you think you will be able to 
milk me this time then you are really mooostaken!" 
 



But Bruno didn't seem the least bit intimidated by the Cow's mockery, as his 
own determination was going to show her that his power levels was never 
something to underestimate! 
 
Cleansing his fists deep into the flesh of Tank's udder Bruno started to meditate 
to himself, as he was working up for showing her just how strong he could 
become when he wanted to. 
 
"You can try until the big fat Cow here goes home, but I wont give you a drip!" 
Tank said as she was just laying back, enjoying to witness how Bruno would fail 
to beat her all new and improved udder powers. 
 
So one could imagine Tank's utter surprise when suddenly Bruno unleashed his 
full power, and squeezed her udder with such force that the milk came blasting! 





 
Tank thought for sure that she had it all in the bag this time, and couldn't believe 
her own eyes when she saw her precious udder leaking like a sieve as Bruno was 
showing no mercy towards the Cow! 
 
Once he felt like simply hugging it like last time wasn't going to cut it the 
Doberman leaped into the air, before then planning his feet almost waist deep 
into the udder for extra pressure! 
 
And if that wasn't enough Bruno then grabbed onto two of the nearest teats of 
Tank, before then starting to milk her the old fashion way as well! 
 



 
Tank had really been underestimated just how much power could be stored 
inside such a tiny body, as Bruno was going harder on her udder then she had 
ever felt anyone do before! 
 
Not only that, but thanks to her own cockiness Tank had pretty much been 
giving Bruno the chance to end her, like it seems like he was on a very good 
way of doing. 
 
As she was now laying on her back while all this was going on Tank was unable 
to do anything to stop Bruno's rampage over her milking parts, as the massive 
Cow could only let out heavy pants over feeling all of her energy and strength 
being drained along with her milk! 
 



 
Closing her eyes and just begging for it to stop Tank could feel how her fat body 
was starting to deflate along with her udder, as she knew she was going to 
become one skinny Cow once this was all over. 
 
Once she felt him finally stopped squeezing at her udder Tank open her eyes, 
and was horrified to see that he had managed to make her even skinner then last 
time they fought! 
 
Looking now like she had been starving for months Tank's shock then moooved 
over to how empty and stretched out her udder looked now when it had barley 
any milk left in it! 
 
Even Bruno had to admit that he was a bit surprised over just how strong he 
actually was, as he couldn't help but to chuckle a bit over just how much of 
Tank's powerful milk was now gone. 
 



 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
He was about to just leave Tank all dried out an defeated, but something about 
this particular fight still left him a bit puzzled. 
 
Seeing how Tank was no longer posing any real threat to him in her current 
stage Bruno all casually walked over to the Cow's head, and said to her "I didn't 
know you also possessed Aura powers like that." before then admitting that if 
she wasn't trying to do such evil things with her powers then he would even 
consider teaming up with her. 
 
"Are you just trying to just mock me now, and use the fact that I am to tired to 
fight back?" Tank asked as Bruno told her, "Not at all. I'm just curious on why 
you chose to take the path of crime and villainy, when clearly you must at some 
point have been trained by a real master?" 
 
Tank really knew there was no point in trying to make Bruno leave so she 
instead started to clean as she told him, "I was once trained in a very respectful 
temple, but because of some small incident of me misusing my powers I was 
banned from ever training with them again. After that I ended up in some bad 
company, and still pretty sour from those high and mighty I decided to user my 
powers for my own benefits." 
 
"But if I would be offering you to come along me on my journeys as a 
companion and friend?" Bruno asked as he even reached out a hand for the 
fallen Tank, who was seen biting her lip a bit as she eventually returned his 
gesture, as he then used that to help pull her up to sit on her (still pretty curvy) 
butt. 
 
"But if I am to join you I need you to do one thing for me, and that is to defeat 
the one known as the "Farm King", since he is the one who helped train many of 
my udder attacks, and the one I am pretty much owned to right now." 
 
"So if I help break you free from your old Boss then you would be joining me?" 
Bruno asked as he then offered Tank some grass to help get her energy back, as 
she told him that she would become "Loyal" to him, but not wanting to promise 
anything further until then. 
 
With his goal set of trying to see if he could help break Tank free from a life of 
crime they both now set out to try and challenge the one keeping the big Cow in 
charge. 
 
The Farm King! 


